
  

More than you ever wanted to know about 
GW170817

16 ApJL, 1 PRL, 1 Nature, 3 Science
… and many more in the pipeline apparently!

Journal Club
20/10/2017

http://www.ligo.org/detections/GW170817.php

→ local coalescence rate of 
BNS~ 500-5000 Gpc-3 yr-1

http://www.ligo.org/detections/GW170817.php


  

We use the observed time delay of (+1.74 +/- 0.05) s between 
GRB 170817A and GW 170817 to: (i) constrain the difference 
between the speed of gravity and the speed of light to be between 
-3 10-15 and +7 10-16 times the speed of light, (ii) place new 
bounds on the violation of Lorentz invariance.

We show that this measurement allows us to place stringent 
constraints on general scalar-tensor and vector-tensor theories, 
while allowing us to place an independent bound on the 
graviton mass in bimetric theories of gravity. These constraints 
severely reduce the viable range of cosmological models that 
have been proposed as alternatives to general relativistic 
cosmology.



  
(50 collaborations, 999 laboratories, >2000 authors)

Alerts for GW170817 (17/10/2017) via GCN (Gamma-ray Coordinates Network)
• LIGO: GCN sent 40 mn after trigger
• Fermi-GBM and INTEGRAL-SPI(ACS): GCN for GRB coincident with event within 2s
• ALV (Advances LIGO/VIRGO): GCN for localisation 4h after trigger
→ 4 telescopes independently discover optical counterpart (~0.5 d)



  



  



  

Dark Energy Camera (DECam) = Blanco 4m telescope
→ signal observed (i, z bands) 11.4 h post-merger at z=0.0098 (OK with LIGO d=40+/-8Mpc)
→ transient associated with NGC 4993 (chance coincidence rejected @99.5%CL)
→ luminosity range expected for kilonova (1000 times brighter than a nova)



  

DECam (optical), Gemini-South/FLAMINGOS-2 (NIR), HST (UV)
→ Evidence of r-process-powered kilonova (blue=Lanthanide-poor, red=Lanthanide-rich)
→ Pure SN (56Ni), pure Lanthanide-rich or poor scenarios failed to capture light-cure evolution
→ 2 component model (shock-heated polar region from collision + post-merger accretion disk outflow) ? 



  

III. Early emission ~ ‘blue KN’: ~0.3 Msol ejecta @ 0.3c, lanthanide frac. <10-4 => light r-process (A<140) 
IV. Late (>2.5 d) ~ ‘red KN’: 0.04 Msol ejecta @ 0.1c, lanthanide frac.~10-2  => heavy r-process elements
→ Consistent with NS merger (r<12km), favours NS as major contributors to r-process nucleosynthesis 

+



  

X-ray (Swift, Chandra), radio (VLA, ALMA)
Non-thermal X-ray radiation and radio expected if system launch

relativistic jets (postulated for short GRB) 
→ no signal 2d after event, rise and then peak at t>15d (need to observe at d~100)
→ consistent afterglow short GRB with relativistic jet (1049-1050 erg) off-axis in 10-4-10-2 cm-3

→ prediction of emergence of late-time radio emission (deceleration) on timescale 5-10 yrs

+
+



  

Archival HST data of NGC4993 + X-ray to radio photometry (2MASS, WISE,VLA...)
VII. Peak of SFR at >10 Gyr declined to 0.01 Msol/yr today → median merger timescale ~ 6.8-13.6 Gyr 
VIII. X-ray ~3000 (50) times less than median (faintest) X-ray afterglow luminosity (~104 (500) less for radio)

Fermi-GBM
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